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Threat indicator enrichment in Microsoft’s Sentinel SIEM

DNS enrichment can be invaluable to threat hunters and analysts, who
must often make quick decisions about suspicious traffic flows. Integrating
Farsight Security’s DNSDB with Microsoft Sentinel adds important context
around domain and IP indicators seen in the protected environment.

Integration Benefits
With the supported logic apps, an investigator can answer questions such
as “where did this domain previously resolve,” or “what other domains share
hosting with this domain or IP?” Such information can be extremely valuable
when trying to correlate events that may otherwise show no relationship
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Image 1: Indicators with domain evidence gain additional context showing co-located
domains or historical IP addresses for that domain
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Image 2: Playbooks provide additional context to IP indicators,
providing historical hosts and co-located IP addresses
associated with an IP address based on Farsight intelligence

Integration Use Cases
Threat Hunting
By developing a more complete picture of the
assets adversaries use in campaigns, threat
hunters working within Sentinel can identify
patterns of infrastructure use, allowing them
to anticipate future moves by adversaries. This
can enable blocking or alerting on emerging
campaigns before they cause further harm.
Incident Response
Forensics and incident response investigators
can expose entire networks, gain an outsidein view of adversary assets to detect any
suspicious or hostile activities, and take
measures to defend against malicious attacks
on the systems.
Network Defense
Pinpointing traffic flows to IP addresses or DNS
lookups for domains known to be suspicious
or hostile can help network defenders develop
alerting or blocking rules to identify or stop
threats such as malware, phishing, ransomware,
and any other threat that relies on connections
to adversary infrastructure.
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